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GenAI Chatbots



GenAI Chatbots: ChatGPT (by OpenAI)



ChatGPT, a large language model 
developed by OpenAI, is a 
machine learning model that is 
able to generate human-like text 
based on the input provided. 

The free version of ChatGPT 
runs on GPT 3.5. This version 
does not have access to the 
Internet.

The paid version ($20+/month) 
of ChatGPT runs on GPT 4.0 
and allows for more advanced 
functionality like designing GPTs 
or using GPTs created by others. 
This version has access to current 
data on the Internet.

https://chat.openai.com/?__cf_chl_tk=fv1KG1rbnWPQ6dwyFEHjaGRsOYYt455SK5Xko8j.nQQ-1675782409-0-gaNycGzNF1A
https://chat.openai.com/?__cf_chl_tk=fv1KG1rbnWPQ6dwyFEHjaGRsOYYt455SK5Xko8j.nQQ-1675782409-0-gaNycGzNF1A


ChatGPT was launched in 
November 2022, and 
reached 100 million 
users by the start of 2024.

https://businessday.ng/technology/article/chatgpt-is-fastest-app-to-hit-100m-users-in-history/
https://businessday.ng/technology/article/chatgpt-is-fastest-app-to-hit-100m-users-in-history/


ChatGPT has 
already been 
integrated into 
many different 
fields and 
careers.

https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/28/tech/chatgpt-real-estate/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/28/tech/chatgpt-real-estate/index.html
https://www.axios.com/2023/11/29/chat-gpt-health-care-medicine-clinical-diagnosis
https://www.axios.com/2023/11/29/chat-gpt-health-care-medicine-clinical-diagnosis


Research has shown 
that users of ChatGPT 
complete more tasks, 
finish tasks more 
quickly, and have 
higher-quality results 
than non-users. 

https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/centaurs-and-cyborgs-on-the-jagged
https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/centaurs-and-cyborgs-on-the-jagged


https://phys.org/news/2023-07-chatgpt-boosts-worker-productivity-tasks.html
https://phys.org/news/2023-07-chatgpt-boosts-worker-productivity-tasks.html
https://phys.org/news/2023-07-chatgpt-boosts-worker-productivity-tasks.html
https://phys.org/news/2023-07-chatgpt-boosts-worker-productivity-tasks.html


GenAI Chatbots: Copilot (by Microsoft)



Copilot, a large language 
model developed by 
Microsoft, is a machine 
learning model that is able 
to generate human-like text 
based on the input provided.

While Copilot does not 
have direct Internet 
access, its responses 
include links to 
Internet-based resources to 
verify the accuracy and 
credibility of the information 
provided.



Script on screen: 
“They say I will never open my own business. Or get my degree. They say I will never make my movie. Or build something. They say I’m 
too old to learn something new. Too young to change the world. But I say, Watch Me.” 

Writing on MS Copilot then says: “Quiz me in organic chemistry.” MS Copilot then generates a question about an organic molecular 
formula, providing multiple choice options. Commercial ends with MS Copilot being asked “Can you help me” and it responds “Yes, I can 
help.” Screen script then says “Copilot, your everyday AI companion. Anyone. Anywhere. Any device.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaCVSUbYpVc


GenAI Chatbots: Gemini (by Google)



Gemini, a large language 
model developed by Google, is 
a machine learning model that 
is able to generate human-like 
text based on the input 
provided.

Gemini has access to a 
massive dataset of text and 
code that is constantly being 
updated, which allows it to 
stay current on information. Its 
responses often include links 
to Internet-based resources.

Because Gemini is a Google 
tool, it can be used to 
summarize YouTube (owned 
by Google) videos.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHKL_210CcU


https://www.forbes.com/sites/chriswestfall/2023/12/12/googles-new-ai-gemini-beats-chatgpt-in-30-of-32-test-categories/?sh=5bdf406a6c80
https://www.forbes.com/sites/chriswestfall/2023/12/12/googles-new-ai-gemini-beats-chatgpt-in-30-of-32-test-categories/?sh=5bdf406a6c80
https://blog.google/technology/ai/google-gemini-ai/#sundar-note
https://blog.google/technology/ai/google-gemini-ai/#sundar-note


Data & Privacy



OpenAI Requires ChatGPT Users to be 13 Years or Older

The use of ChatGPT by individuals under 13 years old would violate the Children’s Online Privacy Protection 
Act (COPPA), since OpenAI collects a lot of user data!

https://openai.com/policies/privacy-policy
https://openai.com/policies/privacy-policy
https://www.ftc.gov/legal-library/browse/rules/childrens-online-privacy-protection-rule-coppa
https://www.ftc.gov/legal-library/browse/rules/childrens-online-privacy-protection-rule-coppa


Use of ChatGPT by 13-18 year olds requires parental permission

https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use
https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use


OpenAI collects a LOT of user data, 
including user’s time zone, country, 
dates and times of access, type of 
computer/device you’re using, 
computer connection! 

Here’s an example of the type of data 
it might collect from a user: 
https://webkay.robinlinus.com/ 

https://openai.com/policies/privacy-policy
https://openai.com/policies/privacy-policy
https://webkay.robinlinus.com/


OpenAI collects any information 
you input as data, so if you write 
a prompt including any personally 
identifiable information about your 
students, it keeps that data; and is 
a possible FERPA violation.

Likewise, if you ask a student to 
use ChatGPT to revise a college 
admissions essay that includes 
information about a trauma they 
experienced, OpenAI collects and 
keeps that data!

https://openai.com/policies/privacy-policy
https://openai.com/policies/privacy-policy


Quite simply, they use 
your data to make 
more money (e.g., 
improve their products)! 

You can opt out of having 
your data used to improve 
the way they train their 
model!

https://openai.com/policies/privacy-policy
https://openai.com/policies/privacy-policy
https://help.openai.com/en/articles/5722486-how-your-data-is-used-to-improve-model-performance
https://help.openai.com/en/articles/5722486-how-your-data-is-used-to-improve-model-performance


Way down at the bottom of 
their Privacy Policy, they 
also note that they are 
collecting Geolocation data!

https://openai.com/policies/privacy-policy
https://openai.com/policies/privacy-policy


Want to learn more (and 
quite possibly be scared 
about) the collection of 
geolocation data? 

Check out this New York 
Times Interactive: “Your 
Apps Know Where You 
Were Last Night, and 
They’re Not Keeping It 
Secret”

And, read “Google tracked 
his bike ride past a 
burglarized home. That 
made him a suspect.”

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/12/10/business/location-data-privacy-apps.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/12/10/business/location-data-privacy-apps.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/12/10/business/location-data-privacy-apps.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/12/10/business/location-data-privacy-apps.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/12/10/business/location-data-privacy-apps.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/12/10/business/location-data-privacy-apps.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/12/10/business/location-data-privacy-apps.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/google-tracked-his-bike-ride-past-burglarized-home-made-him-n1151761
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/google-tracked-his-bike-ride-past-burglarized-home-made-him-n1151761
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/google-tracked-his-bike-ride-past-burglarized-home-made-him-n1151761
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/google-tracked-his-bike-ride-past-burglarized-home-made-him-n1151761


https://www.edweek.org/technology/permission-slips-to-use-chatgpt-some-schools-say-theyre-necessary/2023/11
https://www.edweek.org/technology/permission-slips-to-use-chatgpt-some-schools-say-theyre-necessary/2023/11


Gemini Requires Gemini Users to be 13 Years or Older

Google Workspace for Education 
account holders under 18 years 
old will not be able to use 
Gemini.

Students older than 13 would 
need to use their personal Gmail 
account to access Gemini.

https://gemini.google.com/faq
https://gemini.google.com/faq


Google collects a LOT of user 
data, including user’s 
“conversations” with the chatbot, 
usage data, location data, and 
feedback.

https://support.google.com/gemini/answer/13594961?hl=en&visit_id=638444692739124012-1423817371&rd=1
https://support.google.com/gemini/answer/13594961?hl=en&visit_id=638444692739124012-1423817371&rd=1


If you are 18 years or older, 
Google stores your activity (e.g., 
any “conversations” you have with 
Gemini) for up to 18 months. They 
also collect your location data, IP 
address, and home/work address.

https://support.google.com/gemini/answer/13594961?hl=en&visit_id=638444692739124012-1423817371&rd=1
https://support.google.com/gemini/answer/13594961?hl=en&visit_id=638444692739124012-1423817371&rd=1


Google collects any information 
you input as data, so if you write 
a prompt including any personally 
identifiable information about your 
students, it keeps that data; and is 
a possible FERPA violation.

Likewise, if you ask a student to 
use Gemini to revise a college 
admissions essay that includes 
information about a trauma they 
experienced, Google collects and 
keeps that data!

https://support.google.com/gemini/answer/13594961?hl=en&visit_id=638444692739124012-1423817371&rd=1
https://support.google.com/gemini/answer/13594961?hl=en&visit_id=638444692739124012-1423817371&rd=1


Quite simply, Google uses your 
data to make more money (e.g., 
improve their products). 

You can change your location 
permissions for Google. 

https://support.google.com/websearch/answer/179386?sjid=3845522914936038807-NC#device-location-settings
https://support.google.com/websearch/answer/179386?sjid=3845522914936038807-NC#device-location-settings


Microsoft Requires Copilot Users to be 13 Years or Older

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/copilot-in-bing-our-approach-to-responsible-ai-45b5eae8-7466-43e1-ae98-b48f8ff8fd44
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/copilot-in-bing-our-approach-to-responsible-ai-45b5eae8-7466-43e1-ae98-b48f8ff8fd44


Microsoft seems to have more 
data and privacy protections in 
place for children and young 
people.

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/copilot-in-bing-our-approach-to-responsible-ai-45b5eae8-7466-43e1-ae98-b48f8ff8fd44
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/copilot-in-bing-our-approach-to-responsible-ai-45b5eae8-7466-43e1-ae98-b48f8ff8fd44


Copilot in Bing has 
data retention and 
deletion policies…

That means you can 
better control your 
data!

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/copilot-in-bing-our-approach-to-responsible-ai-45b5eae8-7466-43e1-ae98-b48f8ff8fd44
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/copilot-in-bing-our-approach-to-responsible-ai-45b5eae8-7466-43e1-ae98-b48f8ff8fd44


Microsoft does not seem to 
collection location data from 
users. 

https://copilot.microsoft.com/
https://copilot.microsoft.com/


Any prompts that you 
input into Copilot or 
anything you create 
with Copilot is 
immediately owned by 
Microsoft. 

They can use your 
prompts and 
creations (without 
paying you) however 
they see fit (aka to 
make more money!)

So, if your students come 
up with a super amazing 
prompt that turns Copilot 
into a tutor for your 
class…Microsoft will 
own that prompt and 
could use/sell/share it!

https://www.bing.com/new/termsofuse
https://www.bing.com/new/termsofuse


Privacy & Data Overview
● ChatGPT requires parental permission for 13-18 year old users, Gemini and Copilot do not.

● ChatGPT and Gemini can give away any data collected to “affiliates,” including, if requested, to 
federal authorities. 

○ How Law Enforcement and Intelligence Agencies Are Buying Your Data from Brokers

● Microsoft & Google have more data privacy protections for users (thank you GDPR!)

● Google tracks user location, OpenAI collects IP address, Microsoft CoPilot doesn’t seem to collect 
any location data. 

● Don’t let students put in any sensitive or identifying information into any of these tools!

● Don’t put any sensitive information in these tools (e.g., asking ChatGPT to write an email to a 
student about their grade - this is FERPA violation). 

● Any information input into these tools (e.g., any prompts they write) is data that can be used by the 
companies that made the tools.

https://cdt.org/insights/report-legal-loopholes-and-data-for-dollars-how-law-enforcement-and-intelligence-agencies-are-buying-your-data-from-brokers/
https://gdpr-info.eu/


How to Protect Student Data & Privacy
● Use Gemini or CoPilot instead of ChatGPT, since Gemini and Copilot have stronger data protections 

due to the GDPR. 

● Ask students to use only one tool (the more tools they use, the more data is collected about them).

● Use the AI tool only on a teacher computer/account.

○ Note: Sharing your login with students so they can access ChatGPT is a violation of OpenAI’s 
terms of use (“You may not share your account credentials or make your account available to 
anyone else and are responsible for all activities that occur under your account.”)

● Ask students to only use the AI tools during class time (e.g., this protects their location data; 
compared to using these tools at home for homework).  

● Teach students about the privacy policies and terms of use of these tools (they may not know that 
what they type into a prompt is collected and stored).

https://gdpr-info.eu/
https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use


Bias



https://help.openai.com/en/articles/8313359-is-chatgpt-biased
https://help.openai.com/en/articles/8313359-is-chatgpt-biased


https://time.com/6238781/chatbot-chatgpt-ai-interview/
https://time.com/6238781/chatbot-chatgpt-ai-interview/


https://medium.com/the-generator/teaching-students-to-write-with-ai-the-space-framework-f10003ec48bc
https://medium.com/the-generator/teaching-students-to-write-with-ai-the-space-framework-f10003ec48bc


https://themarkup.org/newsletter/hello-world/confronting-the-biases-embedded-in-artificial-intelligence
https://themarkup.org/newsletter/hello-world/confronting-the-biases-embedded-in-artificial-intelligence


https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/highereducation/2024/02/26/where-are-the-crescents-in-ai/
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/highereducation/2024/02/26/where-are-the-crescents-in-ai/
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/highereducation/2024/02/26/where-are-the-crescents-in-ai/


This article highlights 
multiple types of bias, 
including 
machine/algorithmic bias, 
availability bias, 
representation bias, 
historical bias, selection 
bias, group attribution 
bias, contextual bias, 
linguistic bias, anchoring 
bias, automation bias, 
and confirmation bias. 

https://viden.ai/en/a-nuanced-view-of-bias-in-language-models/
https://viden.ai/en/a-nuanced-view-of-bias-in-language-models/


GenAI tools are often 
trained on English-only 
data scraped from the 
Internet; therefore, their 
output is biased toward 
presenting 
American-centric and 
Westernized views. 

https://help.openai.com/en/articles/8313359-is-chatgpt-biased
https://help.openai.com/en/articles/8313359-is-chatgpt-biased


https://www.brookings.edu/articles/how-language-gaps-constrain-generative-ai-development


https://jilltxt.net/right-now-chatgpt-is-multilingual-but-monocultural-but-its-learning-your-values/
https://jilltxt.net/right-now-chatgpt-is-multilingual-but-monocultural-but-its-learning-your-values/
https://jilltxt.net/right-now-chatgpt-is-multilingual-but-monocultural-but-its-learning-your-values/
https://jilltxt.net/right-now-chatgpt-is-multilingual-but-monocultural-but-its-learning-your-values/


https://issues.org/generative-ai-cultural-narratives-rettberg/
https://issues.org/generative-ai-cultural-narratives-rettberg/


https://medium.com/@joetidy/chatgpt-bias-3-ways-non-english-speakers-are-being-left-behind-799b4898eee6
https://medium.com/@joetidy/chatgpt-bias-3-ways-non-english-speakers-are-being-left-behind-799b4898eee6


OpenAI acknowledges 
that the biases in 
ChatGPT can negatively 
impact students, 
especially, for example, 
when using the tool to 
provide feedback on work 
by English language 
learners.

https://help.openai.com/en/articles/8313359-is-chatgpt-biased
https://help.openai.com/en/articles/8313359-is-chatgpt-biased


Considerations for Educators
Engage students in investigating how generative AI tools are designed (e.g., What data they are 
trained on? Why that data was selected? How will that data produce biased output?).

Encourage students to reflect upon how biased AI output can shape thinking, learning, education, 
and society. 

Bonus: Ask students to design a code of ethics for AI developers in order to reduce the harms done by 
biased AI output. 

Resources:
● Teacher and Student Guide to Analyzing AI Writing Tools

● Students Investigate How Artificial Intelligence Perpetuates Biases

● Confronting the Biases Embedded in Artificial Intelligence

● How AI reduces the world to stereotypes

● COMIC: How a computer scientist fights bias in algorithms

● AI in Education is a Public Problem

● Teaching AI Ethics: Power & Hegemony

https://edtechbooks.org/mediaandciviclearning/cmlguides#h2_xqej
https://ischool.uw.edu/news/2023/10/students-investigate-how-artificial-intelligence-perpetuates-biases
https://themarkup.org/newsletter/hello-world/confronting-the-biases-embedded-in-artificial-intelligence
https://restofworld.org/2023/ai-image-stereotypes/
https://www.npr.org/2022/03/14/1085160422/computer-science-inequality-bias-algorithms-technology
https://codeactsineducation.wordpress.com/2024/02/22/ai-in-education-is-a-public-problem/
https://leonfurze.com/2023/01/26/teaching-ai-ethics/#power-and-hegemony


Hallucinations



https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/how-to-use-ai-to-do-stuff-an-opinionated
https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/how-to-use-ai-to-do-stuff-an-opinionated
https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/how-to-use-ai-to-do-stuff-an-opinionated
https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/how-to-use-ai-to-do-stuff-an-opinionated


OpenAI states that 
ChatGPT can give 
incorrect and 
misleading information. 
It can also make up 
things!

https://help.openai.com/en/articles/8313428-does-chatgpt-tell-the-truth
https://help.openai.com/en/articles/8313428-does-chatgpt-tell-the-truth


OpenAI’s Terms of Use 
states that when you use 
ChatGPT you 
understand and agree 
that the output may not 
always be accurate and 
that it should not be relied 
on as a sole source of 
truth.

https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use
https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use


https://www.axios.com/2024/01/03/ai-fails-diagnosing-childrens-cases
https://www.axios.com/2024/01/03/ai-fails-diagnosing-childrens-cases


https://www.medrxiv.org/content/medrxiv/early/2024/03/12/2024.03.08.24304007.full.pdf
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/medrxiv/early/2024/03/12/2024.03.08.24304007.full.pdf
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/medrxiv/early/2024/03/12/2024.03.08.24304007.full.pdf
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/medrxiv/early/2024/03/12/2024.03.08.24304007.full.pdf


Google acknowledges 
that “Gemini will make 
mistakes.”

Gemini has a 
“double-check 
feature”...but it too can 
make mistakes.

https://gemini.google.com/faq
https://gemini.google.com/faq




Google provides these 
disclaimers in its 
“Generative AI Additional 
Terms of Service.”

https://policies.google.com/terms/generative-ai
https://policies.google.com/terms/generative-ai


Microsoft downplayed the 
fact that Copilot can be 
wrong.

https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2023/03/16/introducing-microsoft-365-copilot-your-copilot-for-work/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2023/03/16/introducing-microsoft-365-copilot-your-copilot-for-work/


Copilot often (but not 
always) provides in-text 
links to sources to verify 
information.



Considerations for Educators
Teach students how to critically evaluate the output of generative AI chatbots; and not to take what 
these tools produce at face value! 

Resources:

● Teacher and Student Guide to Analyzing AI Writing Tools.

● Assignments for Critiquing AI from Harvard’s AI Pedagogy Project (some of these assignments 
include a critical analysis of the output of generative AI chatbots).

● Sample Assessment Library from McMaster University (some of these assignments include a critical 
analysis of the output of generative AI chatbots).

Readings:

● Beware of Botshit: How to Manage the Epistemic Risks of Generative Chatbots.

● AI machines aren’t ‘hallucinating’. But their makers are.

● GenAI in Teacher Education: A Technoskeptical Perspective (see “Theme 1: Truth/Verisimilitude”).

https://edtechbooks.org/mediaandciviclearning/cmlguides#h2_xqej
https://aipedagogy.org/assignments/
https://www.genaiteach.ca/generative-ai-assessments/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4678265
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2023/may/08/ai-machines-hallucinating-naomi-klein
https://www.civicsoftechnology.org/blog/genai-in-teacher-education-a-technoskeptical-perspective


Academic Integrity



With the ability to generate human-like text, generative AI chatbots 
have raised alarms regarding cheating and academic integrity

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/nov/28/ai-students-essays-cheat-teachers-plagiarism-tech
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/nov/28/ai-students-essays-cheat-teachers-plagiarism-tech
https://campustechnology.com/articles/2023/07/12/time-for-class-2023-report-shows-number-one-faculty-concern-preventing-student-cheating-via-ai.aspx?s=ct_nu_180723&oly_enc_id=6323B4729901J1A
https://campustechnology.com/articles/2023/07/12/time-for-class-2023-report-shows-number-one-faculty-concern-preventing-student-cheating-via-ai.aspx?s=ct_nu_180723&oly_enc_id=6323B4729901J1A


This recent study found that…

https://study.com/resources/perceptions-of-chatgpt-in-schools
https://study.com/resources/perceptions-of-chatgpt-in-schools


While another recent study found that…

https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20240202105653757
https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20240202105653757


Interestingly…

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/12/13/technology/chatbot-cheating-schools-students.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/12/13/technology/chatbot-cheating-schools-students.html


Even still…students need to learn when it is okay to use generative 
AI chatbots and when it is not okay, or else they might end up like…

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/06/08/nyregion/lawyer-chatgpt-sanctions.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/06/08/nyregion/lawyer-chatgpt-sanctions.html
https://fortune.com/2023/06/23/lawyers-fined-filing-chatgpt-hallucinations-in-court/
https://fortune.com/2023/06/23/lawyers-fined-filing-chatgpt-hallucinations-in-court/


Did you know that…
Representing output from 
ChatGPT as 
human-generated (when it 
was not) is not only an 
academic integrity issue, it is 
a violation of OpenAI’s 
Terms of Use.

https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use
https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use


Considerations for Educators
Middle and high school students might not have ever read their school’s or district’s 
Academic Honesty policies.

College students often gloss over the boilerplate “academic integrity” statement in a syllabus. 

Potential Steps to Take:
● Update/add to your course academic integrity policy in your syllabus to include what role AI 

technologies should and should not play and then ask students to collaboratively annotate the policy 
and offer their suggestions. 

● Invite students to co-design the academic integrity policy for your course (maybe they want to 
use AI chatbots for helping with their writing…Or, maybe they don’t want their peers to use AI 
chatbots because that provides an advantage to those who use the tools!). 

● Provide time in class for students to discuss the academic integrity policy. 



Tips for (Re)designing Your Academic Integrity Syllabus Policy
● Define what you mean by AI (e.g., Grammarly? ChatGPT? Google Docs Autocomplete?)

● Be specific about when students can and cannot use AI:

○ When is the use of AI allowed? (e.g., for brainstorming? For a specific assignment? For improving writing 
quality?)

○ When is it not allowed? (e.g., for doing students’ work for them)

○ Does informing the instructor about the use of AI make its use allowable?

○ NOTE: If you ban AI for your entire course or certain assignments, consider who that might privilege, and 
who that might negatively impact (e.g., English language learners, Students with communication 
disabilities, and others who rely on these tools to support their writing).

● Explain why the use of AI is not allowed (e.g., “writing helps improve and deepen thinking,” “writing makes 
your thinking visible to me,” “writing is an important 21st century skill”; see Terada, 2021)

● Be transparent about how you plan to identify AI-generated texts:

○ Will you be using an AI text detector? (If so, read this first!)

○ What will happen if one of these tools flags student work as AI-generated?

https://www.edutopia.org/article/why-students-should-write-all-subjects
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ADoqCSeBFaspv0qqiHqQmsdwazdqLjpASpJTutgmcNU/edit?usp=sharing


Reflect - This author (winner of a prestigious writing award) used ChatGPT to write 
5% of her book… would you let your students submit a paper where 5% of it was 
written by AI?

https://www.cnn.com/2024/01/19/style/rie-kudan-akutagawa-prize-chatgpt/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2024/01/19/style/rie-kudan-akutagawa-prize-chatgpt/index.html


Resources for Educators
● Lance Eaton’s collection of syllabus statements from institutions across the country.

● The Sentient Syllabus Project.

● AI Assessment Scale for Ethical GenAI Assessment. 

● Update Your Course Syllabus for ChatGPT.

● Crafting Your GenAI & AI Policy: A Guide for Instructors.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RMVwzjc1o0Mi8Blw_-JUTcXv02b2WRH86vw7mi16W3U/edit#heading=h.1cykjn2vg2wx
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1O1_uUvF8OYbleru5QyjjuNP_On7h5vaVQC2GaSQ315U/edit#heading=h.nu2hvbgeg563
https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/2312/2312.07086.pdf
https://medium.com/@rwatkins_7167/updating-your-course-syllabus-for-chatgpt-965f4b57b003
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1miPTdRU8YN0JBc_zcLLr1KIhLxIkZu6xx1155zebXJo/mobilepresent?slide=id.p


Copyright & Intellectual Property



https://themarkup.org/hello-world/2023/11/18/unmasking-ai-and-the-fight-for-algorithmic-justice
https://themarkup.org/hello-world/2023/11/18/unmasking-ai-and-the-fight-for-algorithmic-justice
https://themarkup.org/hello-world/2023/11/18/unmasking-ai-and-the-fight-for-algorithmic-justice
https://themarkup.org/hello-world/2023/11/18/unmasking-ai-and-the-fight-for-algorithmic-justice


Several authors are 
suing OpenAI for 
using their 
copyrighted works 
to train ChatGPT.

https://www.cnn.com/2023/09/20/tech/authors-guild-openai-lawsuit/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/09/20/tech/authors-guild-openai-lawsuit/index.html


The New York 
Times is suing 
OpenAI and 
Microsoft for using 
its articles to train 
their AI tools.

https://www.cnn.com/2023/12/27/tech/new-york-times-sues-openai-microsoft/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/12/27/tech/new-york-times-sues-openai-microsoft/index.html


Was it legal for OpenAI to 
scrape public, and often 
copyrighted, data from the 
Internet for free to train their 
tool?

Also, who owns the 
copyright of AI-generated 
work. If AI generates a new 
idea for a life-saving invention, 
does the person who wrote 
the prompt get the 
copyright/patent? Or OpenAI?

https://hbr.org/2023/04/generative-ai-has-an-intellectual-property-problem
https://hbr.org/2023/04/generative-ai-has-an-intellectual-property-problem
https://hbr.org/2023/04/generative-ai-has-an-intellectual-property-problem
https://hbr.org/2023/04/generative-ai-has-an-intellectual-property-problem


Considerations for Educators
Many academic integrity policies state that it is okay for students to use text generated from AI, as “long 
as they cite it.” 

But, should students really be citing AI-generated text, when AI tools were designed by stealing 
copyrighted text from the Internet? Or, should students go to the original source and cite that?

This might be a conversation worth having with your students! 

Resources:

● Teaching AI Ethics - Copyright and image generation.

● ChatGPT: A Case Study on Copyright Challenges for Generative Artificial Intelligence Systems.

● The current legal cases against generative AI are just the beginning.

https://leonfurze.com/2023/04/04/teaching-ai-ethics-copyright/
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/european-journal-of-risk-regulation/article/chatgpt-a-case-study-on-copyright-challenges-for-generative-artificial-intelligence-systems/CEDCE34DED599CC4EB201289BB161965
https://techcrunch.com/2023/01/27/the-current-legal-cases-against-generative-ai-are-just-the-beginning/


Human Labor



OpenAI can use any data it 
collects from you to improve 
its services; thus helping it 
make more money (aka you 
are providing free labor!).

https://openai.com/policies/privacy-policy
https://openai.com/policies/privacy-policy


OpenAI states that you will 
not be given any 
compensation for providing 
feedback on the quality of 
ChatGPT’s output (aka you 
are providing free labor!).

https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use
https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use


Google can use any data it 
collects from you to improve 
its services; thus helping it 
make more money (aka you 
are providing free labor!).



Google states that it 
benefits from your 
feedback and data (aka 
you are providing free 
labor!).

https://support.google.com/gemini/answer/13275746?sjid=15515274560417127407-NC&visit_id=638445074086404495-209728407&p=give_feedback&rd=1
https://support.google.com/gemini/answer/13275746?sjid=15515274560417127407-NC&visit_id=638445074086404495-209728407&p=give_feedback&rd=1
https://support.google.com/gemini/answer/13594961?hl=en
https://support.google.com/gemini/answer/13594961?hl=en


Any prompts that you 
input into Copilot or 
anything you create 
with Copilot is 
immediately owned by 
Microsoft. 

They can use your 
prompts and 
creations (without 
paying you) however 
they see fit (aka you 
are providing free 
labor!).

https://www.bing.com/new/termsofuse
https://www.bing.com/new/termsofuse


Many companies, including 
OpenAI, exploit human 
workers to review and train 
data for their AI 
technologies.

https://time.com/6247678/openai-chatgpt-kenya-workers/
https://time.com/6247678/openai-chatgpt-kenya-workers/


https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/08/28/scale-ai-remotasks-philippines-artificial-intelligence/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/08/28/scale-ai-remotasks-philippines-artificial-intelligence/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/08/28/scale-ai-remotasks-philippines-artificial-intelligence/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/08/28/scale-ai-remotasks-philippines-artificial-intelligence/


Considerations for Educators
Engage students in a conversation about whether they feel it is ethical for companies to use their 
data to make more money.

Encourage students to investigate the exploitation of data and human labor to improve AI 
technologies and make AI companies more money. 

Resources:

● Analysis: Long hours and low wages: The human labour powering AI’s development.

● The Exploited Labor Behind Artificial Intelligence.

● Q&A: Uncovering the labor exploitation that powers AI.

● Millions of Workers Are Training AI Models for Pennies.

● AI Is a Lot of Work As the technology becomes ubiquitous, a vast tasker underclass is emerging — 
and not going anywhere.

https://brighterworld.mcmaster.ca/articles/analysis-long-hours-and-low-wages-the-human-labour-powering-ais-development/
https://www.noemamag.com/the-exploited-labor-behind-artificial-intelligence/
https://www.cjr.org/tow_center/qa-uncovering-the-labor-exploitation-that-powers-ai.php
https://www.wired.com/story/millions-of-workers-are-training-ai-models-for-pennies/
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/article/ai-artificial-intelligence-humans-technology-business-factory.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/article/ai-artificial-intelligence-humans-technology-business-factory.html


Environmental Impact



https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-ai-boom-could-use-a-shocking-amount-of-electricity/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-ai-boom-could-use-a-shocking-amount-of-electricity/


https://apnews.com/article/chatgpt-gpt4-iowa-ai-water-consumption-microsoft-f551fde98083d17a7e8d904f8be822c4
https://apnews.com/article/chatgpt-gpt4-iowa-ai-water-consumption-microsoft-f551fde98083d17a7e8d904f8be822c4
https://fortune.com/2023/09/09/ai-chatgpt-usage-fuels-spike-in-microsoft-water-consumption/
https://fortune.com/2023/09/09/ai-chatgpt-usage-fuels-spike-in-microsoft-water-consumption/


https://www.intentionalfutures.com/posts/the-environmental-impact-of-genai
https://www.intentionalfutures.com/posts/the-environmental-impact-of-genai


https://www.technologyreview.com/2023/12/01/1084189/making-an-image-with-generative-ai-uses-as-much-energy-as-charging-your-phone/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2023/12/01/1084189/making-an-image-with-generative-ai-uses-as-much-energy-as-charging-your-phone/


https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/a-computer-scientist-breaks-down-generative-ais-hefty-carbon-footprint/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/a-computer-scientist-breaks-down-generative-ais-hefty-carbon-footprint/


https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/7babf571-en.pdf?expires=1708912571&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=8D7A486D9ABBC78C0BB5216C29F39EFA
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/7babf571-en.pdf?expires=1708912571&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=8D7A486D9ABBC78C0BB5216C29F39EFA


Considerations for Educators
Encourage students to investigate the environmental cost of the design and use of generative AI 
chatbots.

Bonus: Ask them to identify ways to reduce the environmental impact of these technologies.

Resources:

● AI’s Impact on the Environment: Classroom Guide & Discussion Questions.

● Understanding the Environmental Impact of AI and GenAI.

● How can we respond to the environmental impact of generative AI?

● Teaching AI Ethics: Environmental Impact.

● Making AI Less “Thirsty”: Uncovering and Addressing the Secret Water Footprint of AI Models.

● AI in Education is a Public Problem

https://www.aiforeducation.io/ai-resources/ais-impact-on-the-environment
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/understanding-environmental-impact-ai-genai-j%C3%BCrgen-riedel-nnfhe/
https://www.thoughtworks.com/en-us/insights/articles/how-respond-environmental-impact-generative-ai
https://leonfurze.com/2023/01/26/teaching-ai-ethics/#environmental-impact
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2304.03271.pdf
https://codeactsineducation.wordpress.com/2024/02/22/ai-in-education-is-a-public-problem/


Spreading Misinformation



This article examines how 
AI has made it easy for 
anyone to rapidly 
generate misinformation; 
and this can be very 
problematic leading up to 
the 2024 elections. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2023/12/17/ai-fake-news-misinformation/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2023/12/17/ai-fake-news-misinformation/


“In just 65 minutes and with 
basic prompting, ChatGPT 
produced 102 blog articles 
containing more than 
17,000 words of 
disinformation” 
(DePeau-Wilson, 2023, 
para. 2).

https://www.medpagetoday.com/special-reports/features/107329
https://www.medpagetoday.com/special-reports/features/107329


NewsGuard is tracking 
AI-generated news and 
information websites that 
spread misinformation…to 
date, they’ve already found 
725!

https://www.newsguardtech.com/special-reports/ai-tracking-center/
https://www.newsguardtech.com/special-reports/ai-tracking-center/


NOTE: “Bard” is 
now “Gemini.”



AI-generated 
misinformation is 
the world’s 
biggest short 
term threat!

https://apnews.com/article/artificial-intelligence-davos-misinformation-disinformation-climate-change-106a1347ca9f987bf71da1f86a141968
https://apnews.com/article/artificial-intelligence-davos-misinformation-disinformation-climate-change-106a1347ca9f987bf71da1f86a141968
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2024/jan/10/ai-driven-misinformation-biggest-short-term-threat-to-global-economy
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2024/jan/10/ai-driven-misinformation-biggest-short-term-threat-to-global-economy


Using Gemini to produce 
false or misleading 
information is not 
allowed, per the 
“Generative AI Prohibited 
Use Policy.”

https://policies.google.com/terms/generative-ai/use-policy
https://policies.google.com/terms/generative-ai/use-policy


Using ChatGPT to produce 
false or misleading 
information is not 
allowed, per the OpenAI 
Usage Policies.

https://openai.com/policies/usage-policies
https://openai.com/policies/usage-policies


Considerations for Educators
Help your students learn how to identify misinformation and combat the spread of misinformation…

Because, the ability “to discern what is and is not A.I.-generated will be one of the most important skills 
we learn in the 21st century” (Marie, 2024, para.3).

Resources:
● Teacher and Student Guide to Analyzing AI Writing Tools (see “Questions About the Text Produced by the AI Writing 

Tool”).

● AI Pedagogy Project: AI Misinformation Campaign Lesson.

● Can You Spot Fake AI?

● Checkology: Misinformation Lesson

Readings:
● AI Misinformation: How It Works and Ways to Spot It.

● Commission on Information Disorder Final Report

● How to deal with AI-enabled disinformation

https://thatannamarie.substack.com/p/accurate-reporting-thatll-be-5month?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=996156&post_id=141757878&utm_campaign=email-post-title&isFreemail=true&r=d4pu1&triedRedirect=true&utm_medium=email
https://edtechbooks.org/mediaandciviclearning/cmlguides#h2_xqej
https://aipedagogy.org/assignment/ai-misinformation-campaign/
https://www.netskope.com/can-you-spot-fake-ai
https://get.checkology.org/lesson/misinformation/
https://www.cnet.com/news/misinformation/ai-misinformation-how-it-works-and-ways-to-spot-it/
https://www.aspeninstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Aspen-Institute_Commission-on-Information-Disorder_Final-Report.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/articles/how-to-deal-with-ai-enabled-disinformation/


The AI Digital Divide



The Digital Divide
“There’s a major gap between people who can access and use digital technology and those who can’t. This 
is called the digital divide, and it’s getting worse as 3.7 billion people across the globe remain unconnected” 
(Connecting the Unconnected, 2024 para. 1).

There are different types of divides:

● Access Divide – This refers to the difference between those who have access to technology and those who 
do not. 

○ For example, students who have high-speed Internet access at home can more easily use AI tools than those 
who have limited or no Internet access at home. Students who can afford upgraded versions of AI tools (e.g., 
ChatGPT Plus) will have access to better features and functionality than those who cannot.

● Usage Divide – This refers to the difference between those who know how to use technology and those who 
do not. 

○ For example, let’s say that all students are given a laptop at school. The students who have family 
members and teachers who can show them how to use laptops to access generative AI tools for for 
thinking, communication, and learning will be at more of an advantage than those who do not. 



This article highlights a third 
type of gap - quality of use!

https://www.iberdrola.com/social-commitment/what-is-digital-divide
https://www.iberdrola.com/social-commitment/what-is-digital-divide


https://medium.com/berkman-klein-center/you-know-for-kids-47731a0a72f8
https://medium.com/berkman-klein-center/you-know-for-kids-47731a0a72f8
https://medium.com/berkman-klein-center/you-know-for-kids-47731a0a72f8
https://medium.com/berkman-klein-center/you-know-for-kids-47731a0a72f8


Usage divide

https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20240202105653757
https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20240202105653757
https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20240202105653757
https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20240202105653757


Usage varies 
depending on 
ethnicity and 
gender!

https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20240202105653757
https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20240202105653757
https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20240202105653757
https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20240202105653757


Usage Divide 
by academic 
performance 
level.

https://www.act.org/content/dam/act/secured/documents/High-School-Students-Use-and-Impressions-of-AI-Tools-Accessible.pdf?fbclid=IwAR37IKpwv73ftT2lKBkStlYPErsyFq5Qa6fCn8u9S38haXApFObKDnWVm04_aem_AfvnioDWNWFQ-5LoVW2bh_sARx-kmuj4p_Z_lExt3HC9rubWQN9ZHOKoGg59yB-LEhM
https://www.act.org/content/dam/act/secured/documents/High-School-Students-Use-and-Impressions-of-AI-Tools-Accessible.pdf?fbclid=IwAR37IKpwv73ftT2lKBkStlYPErsyFq5Qa6fCn8u9S38haXApFObKDnWVm04_aem_AfvnioDWNWFQ-5LoVW2bh_sARx-kmuj4p_Z_lExt3HC9rubWQN9ZHOKoGg59yB-LEhM


Usage Divide.



While there are more than 
7,000 languages spoken 
worldwide, generative AI 
large language models are 
often trained on just a few 
“standard” languages. 

This creates a quality of use 
divide between those who 
speak the languages the 
AI tools were trained on 
and those who don’t.

https://www.brookings.edu/articles/how-language-gaps-constrain-generative-ai-development/
https://www.brookings.edu/articles/how-language-gaps-constrain-generative-ai-development/
https://www.brookings.edu/articles/how-language-gaps-constrain-generative-ai-development
https://www.brookings.edu/articles/how-language-gaps-constrain-generative-ai-development
https://www.brookings.edu/articles/how-language-gaps-constrain-generative-ai-development
https://www.brookings.edu/articles/how-language-gaps-constrain-generative-ai-development


This article 
focuses on the 
access divide.

https://www.informationweek.com/machine-learning-ai/ai-is-deepening-the-digital-divide#close-modal
https://www.informationweek.com/machine-learning-ai/ai-is-deepening-the-digital-divide#close-modal
https://www.informationweek.com/machine-learning-ai/ai-is-deepening-the-digital-divide#close-modal
https://www.informationweek.com/machine-learning-ai/ai-is-deepening-the-digital-divide#close-modal


Considerations for Educators
How might the digital divide affect your students? 

● Do they all have access to high-speed reliable Internet, and high quality devices, at home? 

● Do they have money to afford upgraded versions of AI? 

● Do they have family members who can teach them how to use AI? 

How might you work to close the digital divide for your students? 
● Could you provide them with learning activities that incorporate the use of AI to help your students develop their AI 

literacy?

● Could you incorporate learning activities that encourage a critical interrogation of AI (e.g., exploring the topics in 
these slides) so that all your students can learn how to make informed decisions about its use in their futures?

How might your students work on closing the digital divide in their school? Community? State? 
Country?

Resources:
● Generative Artificial Intelligence: A Fourth Global Digital Divide?

● AI is Deepening the Digital Divide

● AI and the next digital divide in education

https://blogs.bmj.com/bmjleader/2023/12/21/generative-artificial-intelligence-a-fourth-global-digital-divide-by-raywat-deonandan/
https://www.informationweek.com/machine-learning-ai/ai-is-deepening-the-digital-divide#close-modal
https://www.brookings.edu/articles/ai-and-the-next-digital-divide-in-education/

